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ABSTRACT

To examine the early development of humanitarian norm cascades, the author focuses on the processes that led to the adoption of the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty and the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions. Even though major military powers like the United States, Russia, and China opposed these initiatives, the latter set in motion quick norm cascades that brought about international legal norms stigmatizing land mines and cluster munitions. It is conventionally asserted that international norms emerge either due to great power backing or despite great power opposition, but the author argues that new norms can also take off because of great power opposition. When NGOs and leading states actively foster normative change, a particular type of norm cascade is engineered—one generated by different mechanisms and starting earlier than postulated in the literature. Early norm cascading is driven not by emulation of peers and NGO naming and shaming of laggard states, but rather by leadership aspirations and naming and praising.

THE war against terrorism that launched in the wake of the attacks on September 11, 2001, and continues in some form to the present day is often described as a nadir for international law, particularly international humanitarian law (IHL), which regulates the conduct of armed conflict. But in this period, IHL has strengthened in one important aspect: the protection of civilians against weapons causing indiscriminate and disproportionate harm. In 2008, after fifteen months of negotiation, the Convention on Cluster Munitions (CCM) was agreed upon, comprehensively banning the use, production, and sale of cluster munitions (CMs), and in slightly over a year it entered into force. Even more impressive, the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty (MBT), which comprehensively prohibits antipersonnel land mines, was negotiated in a year and had “the fastest entry–into–force of any major multilateral treaty ever.”

The speed of these normative developments is all the more notable because major military powers opposed both treaties.

1 Landmine Monitor 2006, 9.
What accounts for the rapid transformation of two common and militarily useful weapons into stigmatized instruments of war? This article seeks to refine the theoretical concept of norm cascades in international relations and to contribute to the empirical study of nonhegemonic norm development. I argue that in cases characterized by active NGO mobilization and state leadership, a norm cascade could start when about 15 percent of all states support an emerging norm. This number is lower than the postulated tipping point of one-third of all states, and thus occurs earlier in the process. State leaders can strategically engineer a cascade through concerted diplomatic efforts coupled with NGO campaigning aimed at broadening state support. Instead of peer pressure and emulation, in such cases norm development is fed by the early supporters’ desire to play vanguard roles as norm champions in the face of great power opposition.

In particular, I focus on the process of altercasting, whereby NGOs and other norm promoters project onto states (especially those that are small, middle-sized, or developing) the roles of leaders and good international citizens. Rather than just pressuring states through naming and shaming, NGOs encourage early norm support through naming and praising. At the same time, NGOs often cast dominant powers, especially the United States superpower, in the role of rogues or bullies that obstruct new international norms and pressure weaker actors not to support them. In a reversal of conventional wisdom in international relations (IR), international norms emerge not because of dominant state backing and not even despite great power opposition. New norms can also take off because of great power opposition and the ways in which NGOs frame the negotiation process and the roles that states could play in it. Whereas scholars have highlighted the role of Western middle powers in nonhegemonic norm development, I focus on the role of developing states, especially those in Africa. Usually portrayed as norm laggards, these states are norm champions in the cases I examine, and norm development depends on their support.

The article proceeds as follows: I examine the norm cascade and tipping point concepts, situate my argument within the relevant IR literature, and evaluate alternative explanations. I then focus on the role of
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2 Just a few years before their prohibition, cluster munitions were used in the Iraq War. The UK insisted that a prohibition would open “serious capability gaps” in their armed forces; UK Government 2007. For the US, cluster munitions had “clear military utility”; Gates 2008.

3 Finnemore and Sikkink 1998.

4 Cooper, English, and Thakur 2002; Rutherford, Brem, and Matthew 2003; Brem and Stiles 2009.
altermasting and status seeking in generating early norm support. To address criticisms that any norms developed without the major powers are insignificant, I show their effects on US, Israeli, and Russian practices regarding cluster munitions. The conclusion looks at the implications of nonhegemonic norm development for international order.  

**Norm Emergence and Cascade**

A norm is defined as “collective expectations for the appropriate behavior for actors with a given identity.”\(^7\) Martha Finnemore and Kathryn Sikkink conceptualize the norm life cycle in three phases: emergence, cascade, and internalization.\(^8\) The latter two phases of norm diffusion from the international into the domestic sphere (norm socialization), have been widely examined.\(^9\) The prominent boomerang and spiral models outline the processes by which norm entrepreneurs influence state behavior regarding human rights protection.\(^10\) The models show how laggard states are socialized into international norms when domestic structures are closed to demands for change from domestic actors but could be opened through concerted pressure by NGOs, international organizations, and foreign governments.

Both boomerang and spiral models are premised on the norms’ nature, that is, established international norms denoting the identity of states in good international standing.\(^11\) Thus, the models belong to the norm cascade phase, characterized by “rapid, dramatic shifts in the legitimacy of norms”\(^12\) following a tipping point of support by a critical mass of states. “Mass” is measured by the number of states endorsing a norm (set at around one-third of all states, based on empirical cases),\(^13\) while “critical” denotes the quality of norm-supporting states reflected in their moral stature or their importance for achieving the substantive norm objectives.

Hence, the mass is large enough and comprises critical states so as to “redefine the appropriate behavior for the identity called ‘state’ or some relevant subset of states.”\(^14\) When the tipping point is reached, the ef-
ffects of peer pressure and emulation kick in and make normative progress very probable, if not irreversible. In the case of the 1997 MBT, for example, some key states joined because “their leaders felt it intolerable to be left outside the club of responsible international citizens once they judged that the balance had tipped such that resistance signaled outlier status.”

But the other element of the tipping concept—speed, or the rate at which states join—receives less attention. Tipping happens “where growth accelerates dramatically and sustains itself,” and marks a watershed between the mechanisms characterizing the phases of norm emergence and cascade. Before the tipping, norm entrepreneurs, motivated by altruism and ideational commitment, use persuasion to move the process forward. After the tipping, norm support is driven mainly by peer pressure or imitation, with less need for domestic pressure or norm-entrepreneur efforts.

**ARGUMENT: RAPID NORM DEVELOPMENT, ALTERCASTING, AND LEADERSHIP**

Although norm entrepreneurship still plays a role after the tipping point, the cascade metaphor (mixed with others) denotes a contagion or bandwagon effect. This notion can be traced to Thomas Schelling’s tipping games, in which what actors do depends on the behavior of others. Thus, passing the tipping point produces a self-sustaining dynamic, much like the way a critical mass of fissile material triggers a nuclear chain reaction under particular conditions. But the crucial element is the conditions leading to the event—in the case of my argument, a norm cascade. This article contributes to an understanding of norm development in international affairs by investigating the mechanisms that underlie early norm support and the timing of the tip.

To reiterate, existing work claims that the tipping point occurs when
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16 Phillips 2007, 716. Sikkink 2011 defines a cascade as a “shift in the legitimacy of the norm” when “norms spread rapidly,” “in a relatively short time” (pp. 5, 11, emphasis in original). The original norm cascade definition centers on “rapid shifts in norms”; Sunstein 1996, 909, 912. According to Schelling 1971, there is a “surge” at the tipping point (pp. 182–83).
18 Finnemore and Sikkink 1998, 902.
19 But see on arrested norm development, Krook and True 2012; Bailey 2008.
20 Schelling’s models involve “some activity that is self-sustaining once the measure of that activity passes a certain minimum level”; Schelling 1978, 94, 95; also, Kuran and Sunstein 1999, 683, and Granovetter 1978, 1422.
21 No standard critical mass of fissile material triggers a chain reaction. It depends on density, shape, and temperature; Wellerstein 2015.
about one-third of all states support a norm and because “standard ways of showing the operation of a norms cascade do not yet exist,” two proxy measures have been suggested: “collections of norm-affirming events,” such as “verbal or written statements asserting the norm,” and in the case of norms embodied in treaties where entry into force indicates the tipping point, ratifications. Depending on the norm trajectory, these proxies can measure different processes. When a number of states formulate and support a norm without legal codification, the growth of norm-affirming events represents a norm cascade. When a norm is accepted by states first and then embedded in a treaty, norm-affirming events capture an early cascade of support. Later ratifications indicate a mature cascade of the institutionalized norm as roughly the same states endorse the norm twice—by first signing and then ratifying a treaty, or by first adopting a norm domestically and then ratifying an international treaty.

I argue that the timing of the tipping point depends on political dynamics. Under some conditions, a norm cascade could start earlier than postulated in the literature. When a small number of states support an emerging norm and work actively in tandem with NGOs and international organizations, they can trigger and sustain a cascade. I show that a cascade can start with as little as 15 percent of all states supporting a norm, although the number is of limited relevance on its own. What matters are the processes through which a cascade is purposefully engineered. A tipping threshold of 15 percent also means that the norm emergence phase is quite condensed, and the cascade happens early and moves rapidly. I focus on early support for norm making (before codification in a treaty). This phase can be defined as norm emergence, since the norm hasn’t been fully concretized in a treaty. Nevertheless, its contours are already clear and the dynamics of mobilizing early norm support exhibit the hallmarks of a cascade—a sudden and swift increase in state support after the 15 percent threshold. Thus, I conceptualize the process as a cascade of support for a fledgling norm.

According to the norm life-cycle model, domestic pressure is paramount during norm emergence and support is motivated by “empathy,

22 Lutz and Sikkink 2000, 655.
23 Finnemore and Sikkink 1998, fn. 57. Treaty entry into force may not indicate a critical mass—e.g., the 1949 Geneva Conventions (and the 1977 Additional Protocols) entered into force after only two ratifications.
24 A norm can cascade before legal institutionalization; Finnemore and Sikkink 1998, 900.
25 As shown in figures 1 and 2, a similar dynamic unfolds at the ratification phase when norms cascade even earlier, although the underlying mechanisms are a bit varied given the norms’ institutionalized status.
altruism, and ideational commitment” and results from persuasion.\(^\text{26}\) At the cascade phase, norms tip when “pressures of emulation and identity” at the international level outweigh interest-based considerations.\(^\text{27}\)

But a different process can also take place. Cascades can be generated by the mobilization of pride rather than the mobilization of shame, and by leadership, not just imitation. States hasten to lead a normative development or to join early because the prize of leadership goes to early norm creators and adopters. That motivation is distinct from both sincere normative commitment and shame avoidance, the mechanisms identified at the emergence and cascade phases, respectively.\(^\text{28}\) Status seeking and leadership seeking advance the tipping point and drive the initial stages of the cascade. Farther along the curve, shame avoidance begins to bring in states from the sidelines. But I argue that peer pressure and emulation don’t have strong effects until about 50 percent of all states change positions, triggering concerns about remaining an outlier. Even then, states indifferent to or adversely affected by the norm are more likely to accept it gradually to avoid being left behind than to rush in cascade-like. Domestic and international processes are also tightly entwined in the cases examined here. In a few leading Western states, domestic pressure is used to jump-start international norm development,\(^\text{29}\) while in developing states the international and regional levels occupy center stage.

Norm support doesn’t grow automatically. Leading states and NGOs strategically engineer norm development and ensure that supporters follow. By praising norm leadership and elevating its visibility, they increase its value as a source of state status. Shaming tactics are reserved for those states that remain reluctant to engage fully but have already established reputations as good international citizens. By shaming, NGOs constrain the opponents’ ability to interfere with the norm-making process and to impose costs on its leaders. In contrast to the boomerang and spiral models of norm diffusion, pressure isn’t exerted by the strong on states that are deviant or weak. Instead, small states and NGOs pressure big powers to endorse a new norm and in the process cast smaller states as leaders.

\(^{26}\) Finemore and Sikkink 1998, 898.
\(^{27}\) Price 2004, 110; Finemore and Sikkink 1998, 902.
\(^{28}\) Finemore and Sikkink 1998.
\(^{29}\) Petrova 2014.
ALTERCASTING AS A CASCADEING MECHANISM

The altercasting concept is a refinement of symbolic interactionism, specifically of Erving Goffman’s work on self-representation. Altercasting looks at how actors define the roles others should play in a social situation. It involves “projecting an identity, to be assumed by other(s) . . . which is congruent with one’s own goals.” An actor doesn’t simply control impressions of himself, he “takes a direct hand at changing the array of behavioral alternatives available to alter.” Altercasting places actors into roles that create particular social relations between altercaster and target, structures the social environment of targets, and channels the latter’s behavior in a desired direction.

Altercasting can be negative or positive. In negative altercasting, altercasters project a negative identity for the target and use shame to induce distancing from the negative role and achieve the aimed behavioral change. Although it is similar to naming and shaming (when a state is cast as being duplicitous for not living up to its own professed values), negative altercasting involves casting a state in the role of a rogue outside the international community if it opposes a new norm, that is, in the absence of a concrete prior commitment to an established norm. To avoid the outcast role, the state must comply with the altercaster’s demands. By contrast, positive altercasting projects desirable roles that states assume in order to be perceived as good. I argue that positive altercasting involves mobilization of pride or naming and praising. Altercasters use praise to encourage states to take the lead in norm creation. States are motivated not by a desire for conformity, but by a willingness to stand apart as members of the vanguard—being better than the rest, sometimes better than the best. Both types of altercasting are forms of social influence and depend on the actors’ need for self-esteem and social standing. But their motivational mechanisms are different: status maintenance and avoiding stigma versus status enhancement and striving for leadership. The use of praise to motivate states is sometimes mentioned in the literature, but generally, it has received scant atten-

30 Here I build on Petrova 2016, 390, to elaborate on altercasting and its facilitating factors.
31 Goffman 1959.
32 Weinstein and Deutschberger 1963, 454.
33 Weinstein and Deutschberger 1964, 455. Wendt uses the concept to depict social learning and identity (re)construction; Wendt 1999, 326–36.
34 Turner et al. 2010, 3.
35 Turner et al. 2010, 3.
tion. I address this oversight by looking at how NGOs cast states into positive, norm-promoting roles.

The effect of altercasting depends on the identities of the targets and altercasters, their relationship, and the message itself. Although most states aspire to be perceived as good international citizens, some respond to altercasting more than others do. Amy Gurowitz argues that states uncertain about their position in international society are more likely to yield to pressure to adopt international norms. Secondary-status states can be expected to aspire to improve their standing, including by promoting new norms. Altercasting matters in these cases, since the status or social ranking of states depends on the perceptions of others in international society. For states that can’t claim status based on their material capabilities, ideational resources, such as active diplomacy and belonging to a group of states working to create progressive international norms, can provide it. States seeking regional primacy can also be expected to develop both material and ideational bases of status as they vie for status among dominant states. Hence, status deficit and status seeking both facilitate altercasting. Altercasting differs from cases in which naming and shaming is expected to work, since the latter requires that actors have already rhetorically accepted certain norms and can harm their reputation by not complying with them.

The identity of the altercasters is another factor. According to much of the literature, great powers grant status to small and middle powers when the latter perform useful system- and hegemony-sustaining roles. By contrast, I argue that NGOs and smaller states can also confer status, including by altercasting states as leaders on the international stage. When big powers praise or castigate states, it can be seen as patronizing and counterproductive. The same message can resonate better when delivered by actors who are weaker but legitimate—say, experts or moral authorities on an issue. And whereas smaller states can gain status through norm advocacy, which broadly speaking supports the international order, it doesn’t necessarily support the hegemon. It can involve confrontation with and negative altercasting of the dominant powers, as I argue below.

38 See Pratkanis 2000.
40 Towns 2012.
42 Neumann and de Carvalho 2015; Erickson 2015; Wohlforth et al. 2018.
43 Neumann 2014.
44 Schimmelfennig 2003.
In particular, the social relationship between altercaster and target matters. Major NGOs that played key roles in the cases I examine here, such as Human Rights Watch (HRW), enjoy name recognition, are knowledgeable about the substantive issues, and are savvy about negotiation dynamics (tracking state positions and devising strategies to respond to them)—the last a capacity the negotiating delegations of some small states lack. This expertise places NGOs in positions of influence and authority, which can also spur resentment. But by asking states to be leaders and to help establish new standards, NGOs cast the states in an agential, independent role that resembles self-motivation more than external influence. NGOs may be authoritative actors, but they depend on the support of developing states, which are thus endowed with autonomy and responsibility. As a result, altercaster and target are placed in mutually dependent roles, which increases altercasting’s chance of success.

The cost of leadership also affects the success of altercasting. The cheaper it is to play a positive role, the easier it is for actors to assume that role (although the low cost per se doesn’t lead to cascading norm support). But emotional processes involving injured pride, righting an injustice, or defying coercers can still motivate action in the face of higher costs. In this respect, negative altercasting of dominant states becomes important.

Some social experiments find that positive altercasting can be more effective than negative. It is also claimed that people with whom one has a positive and close relationship are likely to be effective persuaders. I argue that positive altercasting employed at the early norm-setting stage also works when coupled with the negative altercasting of others because status ranking involves group comparisons and differentiation from others. When states that are often the targets of international tutelage and criticism are cast in prominent independent roles internationally, highlighting these roles in contrast to the “backward” positions of otherwise dominant states overturns the traditional pecking order. It is a chance for small states to enhance their standing internationally while bringing dominant powers down a peg or two. Provided dominant states wish to reject the bully role, negative alter-

47 Pratkanis and Gliner 2004, 283.
48 On the importance of intrinsic motivation for self-esteem, see Gecas 1982, 17–18.
50 Markwica 2018.
51 Turner et al. 2010, 3.
53 On stigma management, see Adler-Nissen 2014.
casting also constrains them from using heavy-handed pressure, thus limiting the backlash that norm leaders could otherwise expect. Although similar mechanisms are at play regarding Western states, I focus on the altercasting of developing states, especially those in Africa because this aspect challenges the way they’re typically seen—as laggards on human rights and humanitarian norms.

From the NGOs’ perspective, focusing on and criticizing major states makes sense for two reasons. It automatically increases issue salience because big players make front-page news. By speaking truth to power, organizations also enhance their reputations for independence and credibility. This aspect in turn influences how other actors view them, especially developing states similarly aspiring to independence. NGOs that are perceived as independent are more likely to be accepted as legitimate actors and to be effective altercasters. And though I focus primarily on NGOs, established reputations of impartiality and honest brokerage also help small and middle powers, such as Norway and Canada, to be accepted as leaders.

What actors say and do matters, but state behavior matters in conjunction with the frames within which it is embedded. When a state rhetorically endorses certain values but fails to live up to them, that state becomes a rhetorically entrapped target of naming and shaming for its hypocrisy. Hence, a state that has proclaimed early support for addressing the humanitarian problems of certain weapons, but fails to act on it, is an easier target for criticism than states that consistently oppose any regulations and don’t share liberal values. The US, as a unipole (sole superpower), has been particularly vulnerable to critiques of hypocrisy. It has built and promotes the international liberal order and thus is expected to back values associated with it. But due to its global reach and responsibilities, the US frequently faces conflicts between the pursuit of different values, such as security and human rights. As a result, it often engages in inconsistent policies and covers them up with hypocritical rhetoric. That hypocrisy sustains international order, but it also poses particular legitimacy challenges for the unipole leader.

In addition, any major power that’s seen as putting inappropriate pressure on others is bound to be resented. Countries that are opposed to

54 See Petrova 2016 for the UK case.
55 But see recent work on the contributions of developing states to human rights norms; Jensen 2016; Sikkink 2017, 55–93.
56 The juxtaposition with big powers also puts NGOs and small states in a unified category of weak-but-righteous actors.
57 Schimmelfennig 2003.
an emerging norm but are not actively trying to influence others attract less criticism.

Thus, I establish some scope conditions for quick norm development. I argue that theoretically, the mechanisms driving an early cascade can vary—leadership ambitions, concern for international status, and naming and praising, instead of peer pressure and naming and shaming. And empirically, under conditions of NGO and state leadership, the tipping point at which a cascade starts can be earlier than currently accepted in the literature.

I argue that positive altercasting underlies the cascading of support for a fledgling norm during the treaty-making process. The mechanism remains at work after a treaty is adopted and states ratify it, but the scope for shaming increases as the new, legal, norm is established. In both treaty making and ratification, praising and shaming coexist during the later cascade phases (after roughly 50 percent of all states support it). Positive altercasting opens up opportunities for shaming norm leaders who don’t live up to their commitments, and the opportunity for peer pressure increases as the group of norm-supporting peers grows bigger.

**ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS AND METHOD**

Fast norm cascades could be explained by hegemonic leadership, which states follow due to pressure or emulation. And cascades should occur faster for lowest-common-denominator norms that don’t require costly commitments. It’s also easier to adopt norms when they don’t break radically new ground but rather build upon a dense network of established norms, or when there are more opportunities to negotiate them compared to earlier periods. Norm resonance and grafting make a difference for the establishment of norms, including those examined here. Normative cascades usually build upon existing norms and extend their logic to new problem areas. The latter aspects are captured by the “world time” idea—for example, faster normative change after the Cold War can be explained by the growth in international organizations, human rights norms, global interconnectedness, and ideological homogeneity.
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59 This later phase of norm development remains beyond the scope of this article. The effects of positive altercasting on ratification speed depend on a range of factors, including the persistence and strength of NGO campaigning, which has to shift to the domestic level, exert pressure on parliamentarians, and deal with different legal systems and requirements for ratification.

60 Price 1998, 617. Both prohibitions are based on IHL principles of distinction and proportionality and the CM ban built on the prior mine ban.

61 Finnemore and Sikkink 1998; Crawford 2002; Sandholtz and Stiles 2008.

To assess these factors, I compare the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions with the CCW Protocol V on Explosive Remnants of War, adopted in 2003, and the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty with the CCW Amended Protocol II on land mines, adopted in 1996. Protocol V and Amended Protocol II address the same substantive issues and constitute most similar cases to the CCM and MBT respectively, but differ with regard to their speed of ratification, their extent, and the composition of state support. In figures 1 and 2, I illustrate the differences between the two pairs of treaties by comparing their ratification rates, which measure support for the institutionalized norms and serve as proxy for early norm cascading.

I find the alternative explanations unconvincing. The MBT and CCM ratifications were faster than those of the respective CCW protocols, although the pairs of treaties pertain to the same time periods and normative pool. If grafting and world time were key factors, they should have affected the treaties similarly. The fact that the CCW protocols, backed by major powers, impose obligations that are easier to fulfill compared to those of CCM and MBT but generated less and slower state support, casts doubt on established realist accounts.

It may be that the difference in ratification speed is linked to the particular CCW framework. To become a party to the CCW, a state must ratify at least two of its protocols, which can be a somewhat burdensome process. But for a country already interested in signing one protocol, the ratification of another can be fairly unproblematic. For example, CCW Protocol I consists of one sentence: “It is prohibited to use any weapon the primary effect of which is to injure by fragments which in the human body escape detection by X-rays.” It aimed to prohibit a weapon that states suspected the US had used in Vietnam, which turned out not to exist. The emphasis on primary effect makes the protocol almost meaningless—and thus hardly an obstacle for states willing to ratify another protocol.

Numerous other factors, including strength of rules, costs and benefits of commitment, and domestic legislative systems, can affect norm adoption speed and subsequent treaty ratification. Scholars have used statistical methods to explore the factors influencing the ratification of...

63 Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May be Deemed to be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects (CCW).
64 African, Latin American, and Pacific Island states accounted for 51 and 54 percent of ratifications in the first two and a half years of the CCM and MBT, respectively, versus 18 and 17 percent for Protocol V and Amended Protocol II.
65 The land mine treaties were adopted in two consecutive years. The ERW Protocol and CCM were slightly less than five years apart.
66 Cassese 1986, 269.
Percentages are calculated from all existing states and ratifying entities (e.g., Palestine and some self-governing microstates that are not UN members but possess treaty-making capacity) at the respective point in time.
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single treaties or the human rights regime as a whole, but these can obscure contextual nuances.

---

Vreeland 2008; Greenhill and Strausz 2014.
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I develop in-depth case studies of the MBT and CCM negotiation dynamics representing support for the fledgling norms, based on examination of diplomatic documents, NGO reports, eighteen interviews with NGO members and government officials from states with different roles in the negotiation processes, and nonparticipant observation in four negotiations conferences on cluster munitions. The interviews on the cluster munitions case were conducted before, during, and after the treaty negotiations, which helps detect distorted or misremembered information. I triangulate interview data with other sources (diplomatic records, media coverage, NGO reports, and personal observations) to enhance the validity of my findings.

BACKGROUND ON THE LAND MINE AND CLUSTER MUNITION CASES

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, NGOs working in postconflict areas ran into the land mine problem. In places like Angola, Cambodia, and Mozambique, land mines were killing and maiming civilians and impeding postconflict reconstruction. Whatever utility the mines might have had during a war was far outweighed by their toll on innocent civilians long after the conflict’s end.

“Cluster munition” designates a ground-launched or airdropped rocket/dispenser that “scatter[s] widely smaller submunitions, which usually number in the dozens or hundreds.” CMS pose dangers to civilians during attacks due to their inaccuracy, large number, and wide dispersal. In addition, a significant percentage of submunitions fails to detonate upon impact, leaving numerous duds that function as de facto land mines. Despite these problems, it was argued that CMS had significant military utility. The launch of numerous submunitions in one strike was cost efficient and their wide coverage made them effective against moving targets. But serious humanitarian problems became apparent with CM use, starting in Kosovo in 1999 and followed by Afghanistan, Iraq, and Lebanon in 2006.

mines in the CCW, and convinced France to call for a Review Conference in 1995. Similarly, in 2000, after NATO’s use of CMs in Kosovo, NGOs and the International Committee of the Red Cross argued for addressing the problem of unexploded CMs, and the issue was included in the CCW agenda.

But due to the CCW’s consensus-based decision-making process and the veto of major military powers, it failed to provide prompt solutions to these humanitarian concerns. The 1996 Amended Protocol II imposed restrictions only on the use and design of mines. Its weakness motivated Canada to launch the Ottawa Process to negotiate a ban outside of established diplomatic fora. Similarly, talks on CMs and explosive remnants of war resulted in the 2003 CCW Protocol V. This protocol tried to address the postconflict problems of unexploded ordnance, but didn’t cover CM use—one of its main causes. HRW, Handicap International, Landmine Action, Mines Action Canada, and Pax Christi, among other NGOs, formed the Cluster Munition Coalition (CMC) to continue work on CMs. Over the following three years, the CCW dragged on, discussing compliance of CM use with international humanitarian law principles. Even after the 2006 Lebanon War, when extensive CM use made the problem even more urgent, states in the CCW still couldn’t agree to start negotiations. This failure opened the way for Norway to initiate the so-called Oslo Process and fast-track negotiations on CMs outside the CCW.73

**Measuring the Early Tipping of Support for Weapon Bans**

I use norm-affirming events,74 such as state statements in favor of a land mine ban and international negotiations on CMs, to estimate the emergence and early cascading of the norms against land mines and CMs. The concrete indicators are adopting domestic measures or statements favoring weapons bans, attending as full participants the first meetings of the two processes, endorsing specific declarations committing states to negotiate bans at particular stages in the processes, participating fully in the final negotiations, and signing the treaties.75 Such measures capture state support for international action to end the humanitarian impact of these weapons, as well as their growing stigmatization as unacceptable weapons.

In the examined cases, an early tipping point emerges when some

---

73 See Borrie 2009 for background on the CM case.
74 Lutz and Sikkink 2000, 655.
75 The supplementary material provides detailed measures of early state support; Petrova 2019.
thirty states (about 15 percent of all) show support for international bans. This point coincides with when the initiators of the processes publicly took the lead in establishing international legal prohibitions. State support grew most quickly in the months following the announcement of alternative negotiations. Support had cascaded by the time of the final negotiating conferences and the official signing ceremonies, and slowed down thereafter. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this dynamic.

Regarding the impact of critical states, material power or substantive engagement in the field (that is, weapons use) weren’t crucial—the cascades unfolded despite the opposition or absence of major military powers like the US, Russia, or China.

The role of the next big powers in line, France and the UK, is more complicated. Though both participated in the first meeting of the land mine process in October 1996, they were reluctant followers afterward, preferring action in the Conference on Disarmament. They came fully onboard only at the penultimate conference in June 1997.76 Similarly, these two states participated throughout the CM process but remained ambivalent in their support until the last negotiation conference, in May 2008. The UK u–turn to back a comprehensive prohibition at this conference has been portrayed as decisive for keeping its NATO allies in

76 International Campaign to Ban Landmines 1997b, 43.
the process. Although this may be true of Canada (and Australia) on one provision about joint operations with non-party states, the other participating countries already had stronger positions than the UK. French and British participation added weight to the processes and, in the CM case, probably helped to keep reluctant NATO states onboard.78 At the same time, major power resistance to the negotiations helped to mobilize support by smaller states, especially affected ones, which was critical for the cascading of norms addressing weapon effects.79

In addition to the usual Western small and middle powers active on humanitarian issues, the majority of states supporting strong bans came from Africa, Latin America, and the Pacific Islands. These states represented 56 and 62 percent of those signing the CCM and MBT, respectively, in the first month they were open for signature.

**Generating Momentum in International Norm Making: Status Seeking and Positive and Negative Altercasting**

In this section, I focus on how support for the fledgling norms was mobilized among developing, especially African, states. From a purely

---


78 Author telephone interview with government official, June 20, 2016.

79 Price 2004, 121.
military and economic perspective, such support doesn’t make sense. Indeed, it can be argued that land mines are low-cost equalizers of military capabilities between technologically advanced states and weak states.\(^8\) Whereas rich countries could easily switch to advanced weapons, poor states would be denied cheap weapons of defense. Similarly, although CMSs are more advanced and expensive than land mines, they’re more affordable than precision-guided munitions.

Can states gain other material benefits from supporting the bans? In the land mine case, some African states had serious contamination problems, and some ban proponents suggested that funding for demining could be linked to state commitments toward a ban.\(^8\) There might have been expectations that norm support would result in increased aid for demining and development.\(^8\) Thus, it seemed likely that contaminated countries would be the earliest supporters. In 1999, six African countries were among the most contaminated (Angola, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Somalia, and Sudan), and two of those (Angola and Mozambique) were among the biggest recipients of mine-action funds.\(^8\) Of the six, only Mozambique was among the sub-Saharan African countries that ratified the MBT in its first two years, and there’s no systematic evidence that mine contamination affects the likelihood of ratification.\(^8\) In addition, the strongest ban supporter, South Africa, was a major land mine producer. On CMSs, Zambia—a country with a very small contamination problem that was discovered only during the negotiations (most African countries weren’t contaminated by CMSs)—took the lead. Indeed, given MBTs demining requirement, African states should have been wary of another process that could divert donor attention. And South Africa, a producer of the self-destructing CMSs banned by the treaty,\(^8\) should have shunned the process instead of going along with it, signing and eventually ratifying the treaty.

I argue that NGOs, core pro-ban states, and international agencies strategically mobilized African states to play an active part in both processes by altercasting them as leaders in contrast to the retrograde role
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of dominant and domineering powers, especially the US and the UK, on CMSs.

**Positive Altercasting and Leadership by Developing Countries**

A key element in generating momentum behind the negotiating processes was the organization of a series of regional meetings to attract new states, clarify issues, and solidify state support. The regional focus aimed to engage local actors and catalyze support from the ground up. The ban processes could thus be presented as an autonomous undertaking, and not something imposed upon states.

The core group of pro-ban countries hosted all the negotiation conferences on CMSs. To get more countries to participate, the core group financed a sponsorship program through the UN Development Program to cover expenses for delegates from developing countries. This program, along with direct contributions from core states, also financed the organization of most regional meetings. The goal was to level the playing field and allow developing states to have their voices heard in the negotiations.

Engineering momentum thus took more than humanitarian appeals. It was also due to states being able to allot the necessary resources to get the process going and to plan it in a way that allowed radical supporters to participate while limiting the leverage of states that opposed a comprehensive CM prohibition. Thus, the largest number of new participants at the second meeting of the process came from Africa and Latin America. At that meeting, South Africa’s Archbishop Desmond Tutu extolled African leadership on banning land mines and called for “similar leadership in this process to eliminate cluster munitions.”

Regional meetings in Africa and Latin America were key stepping-stones in the negotiations and sites for forging common regional positions. NGOs used the meetings to shape the international roles of countries and to minimize action of reluctant states that would be at odds with their region’s position. The African conference was important because most African countries hadn’t participated in prior CCW meetings and lacked detailed knowledge of the CM problem. According
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to one NGO member, the goal of the conference was to educate government officials about the issues and to “empower them to play a more active role in the Oslo Process.”

Regarding land mines, African countries were presented as mine-affected countries in which people fell victim to mines manufactured elsewhere and that had the right to be heard in the negotiations. On CMS, where African contamination was much lower, NGOs and UN agencies spoke of the need for African states to act preventively to ensure that they didn’t become “once again the dumping ground of weapons considered obsolete in other places.” This argument would be a core justification for the African position favoring a strong ban. Campaigners and pro-ban diplomats also invoked Africa’s essential role in the prior land mine process to encourage a similar role on cluster munitions, a point emphasized in the resulting Livingstone Declaration of the African regional conference.

The campaign resonated with the interest in peace and disarmament shared by some African countries, including Zambia, which assumed leadership in coordinating the African position—leadership expected to strengthen its image as a “good international citizen.” The campaign also appealed to many African countries’ spirit of independence, instigating the desire to stand up to the big powers that weren’t participating in the process or were holding it back. NGOs sought to invoke this same spirit to gain support for the Oslo Process and to highlight that its success depended on African strength. In the words of the CMC coordinator, Thomas Nash, “Africa has now an opportunity to stand as a bulwark against the efforts of certain states—mainly producers and stockpilers—to weaken the treaty. Right now we need Africa’s strength, wisdom and united voice to ensure we get a treaty with no exemptions, no delays and no loopholes.” CMC projected a pivotal role onto African states, arguing, “Too often Africa’s voice is pushed to the margins in international decision making. But in banning cluster bombs worldwide, a common African voice will speak volumes and win the day.” Campaigners also publicly put themselves in a collabor-
ative but dependent relationship with those states. Nash argued, “We have always relied on African countries in this campaign. Now that we are on course, we will still rely on them to come up with a comprehensive position on this issue.”

At the same time, NGOs worked to “patiently cultivate” the positions of African countries. When countries had difficulty formulating a stance on technical issues, NGOs gave them extensive information as well as expert and legal opinions. The CMC became a point of reference for many developing countries, which made ban opponents complain that “countries in Africa and central and Latin America were only doing what the NGOs told them.”

At the final conference in May 2008, African and other developing states were key in maintaining the treaty’s strength in the face of attempts by the UK and other likeminded states to insert exceptions from the CM definition and to add transition periods allowing the use of otherwise banned munitions. Zambia’s main negotiator and coordinator of the African group, Sheila Mweemba, summed up the confrontation with ban opponents and Africa’s role, “It is little wonder that those who were against a convention of this sort are still reeling from the shock of it. Africa, on the other hand, can give itself a well-deserved pat on the back for having played a pivotal role in the adoption of a groundbreaking, legally binding instrument.” And in his address to parliament overviewing 2008 activities, Zambian Minister of Foreign Affairs Kabinga Pande noted the leadership credentials Zambia gained through its “significant role in the conclusion of a groundbreaking international humanitarian treaty” and its election as the African coordinator and host of the Livingstone meeting, which “signalled Africa’s strong opposition to cluster munitions.” He pointed out that “Zambia’s role in the process raised her international profile.”

In the run-up to the treaty signing, NGOs and core states organized another conference, in Uganda, and continued to praise African past leadership and encourage active African involvement. Ultimately, sub-Saharan African states made up 36 percent of the signatories at the signing ceremony.

African states were also pivotal when, three years after CCM’s adoption, they closed ranks with leaders of the Oslo Process, including Norway, Austria, and Mexico, to withstand US attempts to adopt a new, much weaker CCW protocol that would have legitimized continued use of CMS already banned by the CCM.

On CMS, they were the moral leaders establishing a norm rather than simply states joining the club of those in good international standing. Moreover, they were the states that together with the core group maintained the momentum behind the early norm cascade: “the treaty existence hinged upon African and Latin American support—their leadership was key to its success.”

African states also played important roles in the land mine process and became a focal point for the ICBL campaign. To expand its coalition network in Africa, the ICBL organized several conferences aimed at catalyzing support for the land mine ban with South Africa as a particular focus of the budding African campaigns.

Early on, South Africa was portrayed as taking “a leadership role in Africa on the landmines issue” after the government of F. W. de Klerk committed to an export moratorium in 1994 (later upheld by the Nelson Mandela government). NGOs saw that step as significant because of South Africa’s past of supplying mines in the region. With Mandela in power, South Africa committed to being a responsible global citizen and promoting human rights, justice, and respect for international law, including arms-control agreements.

104 Africa has been crucial to ensuring the creation of a strong treaty banning cluster munitions. Now African states should unite to ensure every government follows through and signs the Convention . . . “quote from Cluster Munition Coalition 2008e; “a major humanitarian success . . . that African nations had a strong guiding hand in bringing about”, “it was not just that African states turned up to the meetings, it was not just the numbers, but at every step of the process . . . African states worked to make this treaty stronger”, “We are still relying on you . . . to take this work forward and to make this treaty happen,” quotes from Cluster Munition Coalition 2008f. See also, Dube and Stott 2008.
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also “seize the moral high ground . . . and support an all-out ban.”

From an NGO conference in Cambodia, amputees sent Mandela a letter “urging him to be involved in the ban,” and Tutu called for African support for a comprehensive prohibition at a conference organized by the International Committee of the Red Cross and the Organization of African Unity (OAU) in March 1995.

Nevertheless, in September 1995 at the CCW, the South African government announced that it would ban the use of persistent mines but keep the development of self-destructing land mines. NGOs responded with strong criticism and disappointment. Interestingly, the government felt obliged to defend its policy, claiming that South Africa had become “a world leader in the move away from the use of landmines.” Seeking a compromise position that would attract broad support at the CCW, it argued that amending the CCW Protocol would be a “step toward the eventual elimination of landmines.” In addition to the lack of support for a total ban among CCW negotiating states, South Africa’s policy was constrained by domestic military insistence on the utility of land mines. Still, NGOs remained optimistic “that we do have a government which will remain open to constructively addressing the landmine issue.”

As a whole, the approach of the South African Campaign to Ban Landmines focused on “argu[ing] for something as opposed to against something” and “acknowledg[ing] and prais[ing] progress.” Indeed, in May 1996, South Africa moved forward by expressing support for “efforts to achieve an international prohibition on the production, stockpiling, transfer and use of all anti-personnel land-mines,” making its export moratorium permanent and suspending all use of land mines by its defense forces while awaiting a report on their military utility.

South African NGOs welcomed these steps but prodded the government to act further, arguing that there would be a “contradiction that they support a total ban eventually, yet fail to legislate it in South Africa.” In an attempt to address military opposition and to encourage
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South African leadership, NGOs also garnered the support of military figures, who asserted that a ban would be “not only humane, but also militarily responsible” and would help the country “set a leading example in Africa.” Campaigners argued, “If the South African government is committed to human rights and to promoting peace and development within Southern Africa, it should pass a law banning these weapons.”

In February 1997, a few days before the first NGO conference on the topic in Africa was to be held in Maputo, Mozambique, the South African government finally announced that it was banning the production, trade, and use of land mines. The decision was attributed to “the diplomatic dividend” to be gained and the realization that South Africa couldn’t lead in demining without banning the weapons. NGOs praised “South Africa’s visionary leadership [as] an important symbol for the world.”

At the opening of the Maputo conference, Graça Machel, a key supporter of the Mozambican campaign, argued, “Africa, the world’s most heavily mined continent, must take leadership in the campaign to ban these indiscriminate killers.” A day later, spurred by the South African ban, Mozambique announced its own land mine ban. The ICBL coordinator, Jody Williams, greeted it with the hope that more South African Development Community countries would “follow the example and take cues from the leadership shown by South Africa and Mozambique.” In their final conference declaration, NGOs reiterated the call for African states to “follow the lead of Mozambique and take unilateral steps to ban antipersonnel landmines” and “continue to build momentum toward the signing of the Ottawa treaty.”

At the following OAU land mine conference, held in May 1997 in
South Africa, African NGOs again “call[ed] on their governments to show moral leadership by taking unilateral steps to ban antipersonnel landmines” and to create “a mine-free Southern Africa, as an example for the rest of the continent, and world.”

Similarly, HRW argued that “southern Africa should take the lead” in Africa and back the Ottawa Process. African support for a ban was portrayed as part of African independence and a rebirth that would break with negative images of the continent as a place of underdevelopment and conflict, and help Africa assert its place in the world. On behalf of the African campaigns, Tutu “commend[ed] . . . South Africa and Mozambique for their outstanding roles as leaders.” He appealed to African states to commit to the treaty and “have this one little gift to give to the world.” His message resonated particularly with South Africa, whose approach to land mines was “grounded in internationalism.” The country’s leading role in the process can be seen as part of its postapartheid trajectory from pariah to “a recognized progressive force” in international society.

At the end of the conference, in a symbolic demonstration of its leadership and partnership with the NGO community, the South African government invited NGO members to a “big bang” ceremony to witness the destruction of its first batch of land mines. Thus, by organizing conferences in African countries, the NGOs not only raised awareness of the issue but also provided leadership opportunities for hosting governments. And, to quote Tutu, they managed to “goad various governments to take appropriate action.” The lead taken by South Africa and Mozambique created momentum for other states in southern Africa to support the Ottawa Process for a total land mine ban.

130 At the OAU regional meeting on land mines South Africa’s Vice President Thabo Mbeki argued, “Africa can become the first continent to take a collective decision against this evil device…. Outside of our continent, the perception persists that Africa remains, as of old, torn by interminable conflict, unable to solve its problems, condemned to the netherworld… There exists within our continent a generation which has been victim to all the things which created this negative past. This generation remains African and carries with it an historic pride which compels it to seek a place for Africans equal to all the other peoples of our common universe. It is this generation whose sense of outrage against the exploitation of the past, as well as continued exploitation, guarantees Africa’s advance towards its rebirth”, Mbeki 1997. Similarly, Tutu talked about Africa’s “giant re-awakening” despite outside views that the continent was “best forgotten, shoved off the agendas of the world”; Tutu 1997.
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As in the case of CMSs, the strength of the MBT depended on the African states’ resistance to US attempts to weaken the treaty provisions at the final conference.\footnote{Author interview with NGO official, Geneva, Switzerland, May 14, 2006; author interview with NGO official, Geneva, Switzerland, November 30, 2012; Maslen 2004, fn. 212; Williams 2013, 215, 224.} South Africa also completed destruction of its entire stockpile before signing the MBT (well ahead of the stipulated four-year deadline after the treaty’s entry into force, and at an estimated cost of US$19 million).\footnote{Landmine and Cluster Munition Monitor 1999. Canada was the only other country to destroy its stockpiles before signing the treaty.} NGOs praised this step as “a complement to South Africa’s leadership in negotiating the treaty.”\footnote{Mozambican Campaign Against Landmines 1997b.} In recognition of its leading role along with Canada and Norway, South Africa was the third state to sign the MBT, in December 1997.\footnote{Nel, Taylor, and van der Westhuizen 2000, 54. The Norwegian deputy foreign minister at the time, Jan Egeland, alluded to the same leadership ranking during the process when he said that Norway “moved up front at the end and finish[ed] as a good number two right after Canada. South Africa moved with us, really”; quoted in Neumann 2002, fn. 25.}

Certifying African leadership credentials, African campaigners expressed their pride in “those African governments who have taken a leadership role” and “urge[d] all African governments to be among the first 40 countries to ratify the treaty.”\footnote{Mozambican Campaign Against Landmines 1997b.} In a congratulatory letter to African leaders, Machel reiterated NGOs’ pride “that the plea made in South Africa by Archbishop Tutu that Africa help give the world the gift of a total ban on landmines has been heard throughout the continent, and indeed world.” Campaigners went on to praise the African governments “that were exemplary in their consistent resistance to US pressure.”\footnote{Mozambican Campaign Against Landmines 1997a.}

NEGATIVE ALTERCASTING OF DOMINANT STATES TO MOBILIZE THE REST

Juxtaposing the good and the bad states combined with the inconsistent or openly adversarial position of the United States resulted in NGOs painting the US as a retrograde force supporting the use of inhumane weapons—even though US policies were more progressive than those of ban opponents like China and Russia. The United States had initially supported a mine ban, acknowledged the CM humanitarian problem, and generally embraced humanitarian norms; these actions opened it to NGO shaming for its failure to live up to its rhetorical commitments.

For NGOs, focusing on the United States made sense to increase is-
sue salience. It also ensured that NGOs were perceived as impartial rather than subservient to big powers—a factor that has influenced the development of HRW,\(^\text{142}\) a leading NGO in both campaigns. Accordingly, HRW’s international humanitarian law reporting was shaped by the concern not to appear as “a Western, imperialist organization defending the interests of the US.”\(^\text{143}\) Involving local organizations was another way to enhance NGOs’ acceptance by states that may otherwise regard them as extensions of dominant states’ policies. Finally, the often exceptionalist positions of the United States, along with its aggressive lobbying practices, provided the backdrop against which NGOs projected a progressive role for other states. Thus, negative altercasting of dominant states enhanced the effects of positively altercasting norm leaders.

The appeal for African leadership on land mines resonated because initially, the UN Security Council permanent members didn’t participate in the Ottawa Process, which “increased its credibility” among countries from the south.\(^\text{144}\) According to Leon Sigal, “Identifying the ‘sole superpower’ with opposition to a landmines ban inspired others to favor it,” especially in the context of the African regional meetings.\(^\text{145}\) ICBL’s Williams spearheaded its strategy: “Using the United States as a foil, [she] mobilized support in the rest of the world . . . stigmatiz[ing] the United States as a way of getting other countries on the treaty.”\(^\text{146}\) It could only help that “distrust of the United States was endemic among many [ICBL] affiliates.”\(^\text{147}\) Charting a course independent from that of the United States solidified support for the ban among developing countries.\(^\text{148}\)

Whether leading states actively partook in negatively altercasting the United States is less clear. According to a Canadian diplomat, one part of its Ministry of Foreign Affairs used the strategy: “We knew . . . we could make the argument to Gabon, Jamaica, South Africa that this is something the United States wouldn’t do and we could make the United States look bad.”\(^\text{149}\) According to another government official, their overall idea was “to build up a norm by numbers and practice.” Big states like the United States were “nice to have, but not neces-
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sary”; it was expected that they would be shamed into compliance once the norm was established. US opposition didn’t impede the Canadians from pushing the process forward because a “swarm” of other countries supported it.150

There was “delight among states that Canada managed to drive the process forward without the US.” Apparently, “states were awed at the energy and success” of the process, with some, such as South Africa, an aspiring big power, willing to stand up to the United States. But while Canada was concerned about bilateral relations and diplomatic practice, NGOs could openly attack the US position—“they were, like, let’s stick it to the US, let’s go, whatever.”151 Given the division of labor between ICBL and core-group governments and the fact that Canadian officials worked “hand-in-glove with Jody [Williams]”152 and “particularly closely” with HRW’s Steve Goose, the other key person in the NGO campaign,153 there was likely a tacit agreement between NGOs and Canadian officials to capitalize on American opposition.154

The Canadian lead came into high relief against the US position. President Bill Clinton was portrayed as “stranded in a minefield of his own: left behind by a fast-moving Canadian foreign policy initiative.” According to HRW, the United States was left with “ruffled feathers,” “uncomfortable that middle and small powers are driving [the process].”155 And once the US decided to participate in the negotiations, HRW blasted its position as one of “bad faith” due to its demands for accommodations.156

By denouncing the United States for working behind the scenes or openly pressuring states to weaken the treaty, NGOs limited the actions of ambivalent states in the processes—they could either stand up for a strong treaty or be portrayed as subservient to the US. Thus, in the CM process, NGOs denounced states that demanded the inclusion of language that would ensure the legality of their armed forces’ participation in joint operations with nonstate parties, citing their “hypocrisy” and saying they were “appeas[ing] the US” and doing its “dirty work.”157

150 Author telephone interview with government official, May 11, 2016.
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land mines, NGOs even accused Canada of “selling out” to the United States, calling it “the 51st USA state” when it tried to accommodate some US demands. In turn, such shows of weakness required NGOs to cast developing countries as the norm stalwarts, and “stiffened the backs of the delegates” in the final negotiation. African states had been placed in a pivotal role before the Oslo conference started, when the Norwegians did the “smart thing” and gave the chair to South Africa, aiming to “get more countries involved” and to acquire “solid Third World support” that the “four leading countries with little military credibility” needed. In the wake of the negotiations, campaigners could “feel proud to be African” and could offer praise to “African governments [that] consistently defended the integrity and spirit of the ban treaty text by preventing attempts by the USA to gut [it].”

To US diplomats, the land mine process targeted the US, with states discounting its legitimate military interests and responsibilities, especially in South Korea. According to Clinton, the final conference was determined to pass “the strongest possible treaty . . . partly because some people at the conference just wanted to embarrass the United States or bully us into signing the treaty as it was.” Despite Clinton’s interest in joining the treaty, the US’s late and inconsistent policies made it an easy target for negative altercasting. Ultimately, its contradictory stance led to its isolation and stigmatization during the negotiations, effectively turning the process into “a US-or-them affair.”

On CMS, the fact that major states preferred the CCW go-slow forum “probably contributed to many states, especially in the developing
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163 Three issues informed military opposition and largely shaped the US position: banning US antitank mines in mixed systems with antipersonnel land mines, mine use in Korea, and establishing a slippery slope for banning other weapons. In the negotiations, the US dropped most of its demands. Ultimately, it unsuccessfully tried to get two provisions to allow some exceptions for Korea—a clause “providing individual states an option of deferring compliance with certain treaty provisions for nine years from signature” and a modification of the clause not allowing withdrawal from the treaty in times of armed conflict—to make clear that “this restriction would not apply if the withdrawing party or its ally is a victim of armed aggression in violation of the UN charter”; International Campaign to Ban Landmines 1997b, 36, US proposal. Given that in 2014, President Barak Obama declared that the US banned the use of all antipersonnel land mines except on the Korean Peninsula, the need for land mines in Korea appears to have been the primary reason for military opposition. Although emplaced mines in Korea are under the responsibility of South Korea, remaining issues include mine use in conflict by US forces or by South Korean forces under US command; Landmine and Cluster Munition Monitor 2017c.
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world . . . taking a greater interest in participating in the Oslo Process.”\(^\text{166}\) In contrast to the land mine case, the United States took no part in the Oslo Process. Keeping a lower profile, it held talks with allies about the process, but core-group diplomats say that despite US officials’ decrying the process as “outrageous,” the CM negotiations never gained political prominence. Nor did Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice ever raise the topic with Norway’s foreign minister.\(^\text{167}\)

Hence, the main NGO target became the other big countries that were reluctantly participating in the process, especially the UK. According to one core-group diplomat, “The UK played the role of the US in the Oslo Process and played it very badly.” At the penultimate conference in Wellington, New Zealand, the UK accused developing states of “not understanding the issues and having nothing to do in the negotiations,” which turned the process into “a North-South issue.” Thus, for core states, the UK became “the best enemy [they] could have hoped for.”\(^\text{168}\) When the UK and a group of Western states attempted to push for exclusions in the treaty draft, developing states formed a Friends of the Affected States group that urged the core group to “stand firm.”\(^\text{169}\)

At this conference, CM activists greeted the UK and likeminded states, such as France, Japan, and Germany, with “Shame on you!” posters,\(^\text{170}\) and accused them of “exerting diplomatic pressure to weaken the draft treaty” to “protect their own stockpiles,”\(^\text{171}\) and to “allow the US to continue using cluster munitions.”\(^\text{172}\)

The tactic of core states and NGOs to attract staunch supporters from developing countries caused UK diplomats to smart—aggravated by
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\(^{168}\) Author interview with government official B, April 27, 2009. According to core-group diplomats, a UK statement in Wellington “that most countries in the hall didn’t have any idea about the issues and should not even be there, in view of its colonial history, played the role of a wakeup call for the African states that formed the group of affected and friends of affected countries. The result was radicalization of the issue”; author interview with government official A, April 27, 2009; telephone interview with government official, November 28, 2012. This attitude toward the participation of developing states also transpired in interviews with British diplomats—“they are here to make the numbers. They don’t have any problems and were brought here in an appalling way,” or, more bluntly, “they were paid to be there”; author interview with government official, Vienna, Austria, December 6, 2007; author interview with government official, Geneva, Switzerland, May 25, 2009.
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the increasing role of developing countries, by constant NGO critiques, and by their own inability to influence the process. Similar to the US emphasis on its exceptional position, the UK responded by asserting its global role and contributions to peace and security. The British over-reacted in dismissing “the equity” of smaller states to influence the process, which, according to an African diplomat, could have contributed to some of the Friends of the Affected States “digging in their heels.” The UK thus became a perfect target for NGO criticisms—the “best enemy” that helped to mobilize developing states.

Even in this case, the United States managed to draw fire to itself precisely when the UK was reorienting its policy toward fully supporting the Oslo Process. As NGOs shifted from criticizing UK policies to mostly encouraging and praising its leadership, the United States became a substitute target. At the final conference, UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown publicly instructed negotiators to “work intensively to ban cluster bombs,” a message that marked a major policy change toward favoring a strong treaty. The same day, the US State Department held a briefing on CM policy. Stressing that the United States was “deeply concerned about the humanitarian impact” of CMs, it highlighted American clearance operations but voiced concerns about joint operations, asserting that “if the convention passes in its current form, any US military ship would be technically not able to get involved in a peacekeeping operation, in providing disaster relief or humanitarian assistance.” NGOs responded by accusing the United States of “unacceptable blackmail,” “bullying,” and “cynically” trying to “intimidate the countries that are negotiating in good faith.” The CMC organized a protest rally in front of the US embassy and a panel on the US position at the conference. There, Williams called the United States the “el-


ephant not in the room that everyone is doing a ballet around,” arguing that the US “had talked to at least 114 states” and a strong treaty was better even if several states walked away.¹⁷⁹

Thus small, especially African, states were called upon to withstand US pressure—a role they assumed and were cheered for taking. In the words of Handicap International regarding the penultimate conference of the Oslo Process, “Just like it happened during the anti-personnel landmine process, we are seeing that when southern countries . . . are united they have the power to successfully challenge the domination of producer states who normally make the rules.”¹⁸⁰

NORM ROBUSTNESS AND WEAPON STIGMATIZATION

A question remains about the extent to which norms banning weapons actually take hold when shunned by major military powers. From the beginning, NGOs have argued that their objective is to stigmatize the weapons and to press countries outside the treaties into norm compliance. It’s been demonstrated that nonparty states, particularly the United States, have complied with the MBT norms of no production, trade, or use of land mines.¹⁸¹ I briefly show a similar trend regarding CMs in three hard cases for the impact of stigmatization—the United States,¹⁸² Israel, and Russia.

The United States may insist that it doesn’t accept that the CCM establishes a new, legal norm and that CMs remain “a legitimate weapon when used appropriately,”¹⁸³ but in practice it has responded in ways that support the existence of the norm. In May 2008, the Pentagon issued a policy recognizing “the need to minimize the unintended harm to civilians and civilian infrastructure associated with unexploded ordnance of cluster munitions.” It directed that all CMs used after 2018 should result in “no more than 1% unexploded ordnance,” and before that date the use of CMs exceeding that failure rate had to be approved.


¹⁸¹ Price 2004; Bower 2015.

¹⁸² The section on the US case draws on Petrova 2018, 645–49.

high in the command chain by the Combatant Commander. Because that 1 percent criterion was hard to meet, the US has produced no CMs since then, apart from sensor-fuzed weapons that met the criterion on paper. Domestically, US senators have pushed through a ban on the export and transfer of CMs with a dud rate above 1 percent, which stopped US exports of all CMs except sensor-fuzed weapons. But after an outcry against Saudi Arabia’s use of American sensor-fuzed weapons, President Barack Obama halted the export of these weapons in mid-2016. A few months later, their manufacturer ceased production due to “reduced orders, a volatile political environment, and international weapons treaties that negatively affect the ‘ownability’ of its shares.” This effectively ended all US production of CMs.

Since 2003 the US has allegedly used CMs only once, in a 2009 strike against an al-Qaeda camp in Yemen that caused numerous civilian casualties. Despite NGO questions, the US has never issued an official response to these allegations. Rather than undermining the new norm, this attempted concealment of breaching behavior could be seen as an indication of the norm’s influence.

In addition, between 2013 and 2017, the United States voted for resolutions by the UN General Assembly and the Human Rights Council condemning the use of CMs by the Syrian government, voted for a UN Security Council resolution expressing concern over CM use in South Sudan, and several times voiced concern about CM use in Ukraine. Thus, the United States felt the stigma of CMs and de facto stopped their use, production, and export by 2016. Rhetorically, the United States has also reinforced the norm against CMs.

Israel, a country in a complex security environment that has produced and used CMs, is another hard case. After using CMs in Lebanon in 2006, Israel insisted, “both international law and accepted practice do not prohibit use.” Until mid-2008, it consistently argued that international humanitarian law provisions were sufficient to regulate CM use. Still, in 2009, Israel indicated that it “shares the views of those states wishing to alleviate the humanitarian concerns that may be as-
associated with the use of cluster munitions.” 194 Importantly, Israel’s investigation of the conduct of the Lebanon War concluded that general IHL principles implied a “prohibition or limitation of cluster fire at locations in which there are concentrations of civilian population” and that “use of cluster bombs must also take into account injury from unexploded bomblets long after they are fired.” 195 In 2012, an Israeli military official argued that in a future war, CM use would be “significantly reduced” due to considerations including “legitimacy, our non-indifference to the treaty.” 196 In practice, Israel hasn’t used CMs since 2006, despite heavy military operations in Gaza, and has voted for UN resolutions condemning CM use in Syria. 197

Russia presents the hardest test of CM stigmatization, given the country’s resistance to liberal norms, limited domestic NGO influence, and adamant opposition to legal restrictions on CMs. Still, in November 2008, Russia joined the view that CMs “pose a serious humanitarian danger,” and subsequently acknowledged “the use of cluster munitions . . . in recent years has had serious negative consequences.” 198 These statements indicated that at least rhetorically, Russia had begun to accept that CMs are problematic weapons.

In practice, Russia used CMs in Georgia right after the CCM adoption in 2008, and Russian-backed forces allegedly used CMs in Ukraine in 2014–15. But Russia hasn’t acknowledged any use to date. Moreover, Russia has rhetorically accepted the existence of an international norm against CMs and used it to score political points in the conflict with Ukraine. Russia was the first state to raise the issue of CM use in Ukraine in the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, and the first to point to the use of “prohibited munitions, including cluster bombs” in UN Security Council debates. In addition, highlighting the stigma carried by CMs, a Russian spokesperson argued that Ukraine’s CM use showed the “barbaric nature” of its military operations. 199 After the start of Russia’s campaign in Syria, HRW and Amnesty International reported increased CM use. 200 Russia quickly denied that it possessed or employed CMs in Syria, and used the occasion to challenge Amnesty International for being silent on the “irrefutable evidence of usage of cluster bombs by the Ukrainian Armed Forces.” 201 After HRW produced

194 Quoted in Landmine and Cluster Munition Monitor 2015a.
196 Quoted in Landmine and Cluster Munition Monitor 2015a.
197 Landmine and Cluster Munition Monitor 2017b.
199 Quoted in Landmine and Cluster Munition Monitor 2015b.
201 Russian Ministry of Defence 2015.
evidence of Russian aircraft carrying CMs in Syria. Russia shifted to neither confirming nor denying their use. But CM use in Syria increased significantly in 2017. Although Russia maintained, “No cases of indiscriminate use of air weapons have been registered,” HRW continues to document indiscriminate air strikes, including by CMs.

Although it doesn’t outright reject the CM norm and its underlying IHL principles, Russia’s behavior is still a challenge. To the extent that Russia distances itself from international liberal values, it is an outsider’s challenge, the detrimental effects of which can be limited. Indeed, criticism of Russian CM use could strengthen commitment to the norm among states that identify as good international citizens.

Although major military powers embroiled in armed conflict remain outside the treaty, there are indications that they tacitly acknowledge the existence of the norm against CMs, and have even used it rhetorically for political purposes—a first step toward norm acceptance. Importantly, the United States—the power at the center of the international normative order—has largely complied with the new norm. This gives grounds to argue that the normative cascades stigmatizing land mines and CMs are not only swift, but so far also largely robust.

**Conclusion**

This article illuminates an important but largely unexplored aspect of norm development. Whereas scholars conceptualize norm cascades as norm diffusion processes resulting from peer pressure and emulation, I argue that at an earlier stage of norm development and treaty making, we can also witness the unfolding of a cascade of state support for an emerging norm, albeit one driven by different social mechanisms—status seeking and positive altercasting. I suggest some scope conditions under which such fledgling norm cascades occur when active NGO and state involvement is present. Positive altercasting can be effective in cases when target actors feel status deficit, when the altercasters are not dominant but are legitimate actors, and when positive altercasting of weaker actors is combined with negative altercasting of dominant ones.

Important questions remain. Do such norm cascades strengthen or fragment the international legal order? Do they undermine US legitimacy and leadership? How should the United States respond in the face of similar initiatives that haven’t abated?

---

203 Quoted in Cluster Munition Monitor 2017, 16.
205 E.g., the recent campaign to ban nuclear weapons.
I argue that nonhegemonic norms have far-reaching effects on important nonsignatories. As such, they weave the fabric of international law and sustain the institutions of international order. I also show that they simultaneously undermine the legitimacy of the US hegemonic position. Such initiatives both respond to US distancing from international institutions and, in the short term, contribute to US isolation. The long-term effect sought by norm entrepreneurs is to enmesh the United States into the international normative web. They have been relatively successful so far, but the balance between short- and long-term consequences is precarious. As norm proponents capitalize on US opposition to emerging norms and cast the US as a pariah, they corrode the country’s legitimacy and ability to lead. The unintended consequence may be to unravel US hegemony and to destabilize the international liberal order.

To avoid this scenario, the United States should seek to engage in normative development early on to ensure that its interests are taken into account. It should also better evaluate its own limits to achieve those interests and adapt its policy accordingly. In view of the above cases, it may be worthwhile for the United States to assume some short-term costs, accommodate status seeking, and foster state equality rather than US exceptionalism to maintain its position at the helm of a consent-based international order—something scholars have long advocated against the lure of asserting American self-interest pure and simple.206
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